SHOW NEWS

Pro bike
components

ACROS defines its products in terms of
quality and durability, not least because its
bearings are entirely “rider-proof”, keeping
out cleaning detergents and pressure
washes so riders can keep on riding. If it’s
high quality components that you demand,
ACROS can supply the most advanced bottom
brackets, hubs headsets and pedals using
their in-house specialist bearings. The range
is complimented with bars, stems and grips,
not forgetting the wheels. This German
engineering company’s cycle-centric staff
develop some great technical components that
give customers the longevity and reliability
you would expect from a premium brand.

Lightest and most
durable chains

Oxford is proud to
be the UK distributor
of Taya chain, a world leader in chain
technology with patents which include
Diamond Hard Technology which increases
durability by up to 25 per cent in comparison
with its competitors. The Alloy Grey 11 and
10 speed ultra-light chains are the lightest
in the market at 238g and still deliver over
3000km without showing significant wear,
ask for TAYA chains at your Oxford dealer.

Essential rider
equipment

Most cyclists will recognise the Oxford
name in conjunction with top quality security
products and the company still offers a huge
range of U-locks, chain and cable locks
an name in conjunction with top quality
security products and the company still
offers a huge range of U-locks, chain and
cable locks and ground anchors. However,
the company boasts a comprehensive range
of parts and accessories. Its lighting range
covers everything up to 500 lumens’ output;
its helmet range includes everything from
children’s characters, through BMX and
skate styling to aerodynamic road racing; its
luggage offers all styles and price points, from
traditional to the latest waterproof technology.
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